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Abstract— Data mining is a technique which is used for 

extraction of knowledge and information from large amount 

of data collected by hospitals, government and  individuals. 

The term data mining is also referred as knowledge mining 

from databases. The major challenge in data mining is 

ensuring security and privacy of data in databases, because 

data sharing is common at organizational level. The data in 

databases comes from a number of sources like – medical, 

financial, library, marketing, shopping record etc so it is 

foremost task for anyone to keep secure that data. The 

objective is to achieve fully privacy preserved data without 

affecting the data utility in databases. i.e. how data is used 

or transferred between organizations so that data integrity 

remains in database but sensitive and confidential data is 

preserved. This paper presents a brief study about different 

PPDM  techniques like- Randomization, perturbation, 

Slicing, summarization etc. by use of which the data privacy 

can be preserved. The technique for which the best 

computational and theoretical outcome is achieved is chosen 

for privacy preserving in high dimensional data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining deals with extraction of hidden confidential 

information from large data bases. For the process of 

picking out relevant information some techniques like- 

clustering, classification, associations are used. The concept 

of privacy preserving data mining means preserving 

personal information from data mining algorithms. For 

privacy preservation of data sometimes data is altered before 

delivery and sometimes it is altered after delivery (before 

showing it to the third party) .  Now days we have different 

data mining applications for which security is a must for 

example- stock market, finance etc. In data mining system 

there are so many privacy preserving methods. The 

objective of privacy preserving data mining is to search 

some technique in which the original information is 

transformed in some way so that the private data and private 

knowledge remain confidential after the mining process. 

  Data cleansing only takes effect on certain type of 

errors and cannot result in perfect data, eliminating noisy 

data may lead to information loss. Noise corrupted data can 

be modified by the use of noise [1] knowledge. Data privacy 

can also be preserved by random non-linear data 

transformation [4].SVM classifier is also applicable for 

privacy preservation problems [5].WCNN algo is improved 

SVD method which perform data perturbation, which is 

more efficient in balancing data privacy and utility [6]. 

Enabling multilevel trust poses new challenges for 

perturbation based PPDM. The key challenge lies in 

preventing the data miners from combining the copies at 

different trust levels to jointly reconstruct the original data 

more accurate [8]. Privacy can also be preserved by decision 

tree learning on unrealized data sets [9]. Sample selection 

maintain ration of data between mixed data and original 

data. The singular value decomposition prevents the loss of 

mixed data and extracted data in decomposition of matrix 

[10]. Because of the increasing capability to trace and gather 

large amount of sensitive information privacy preserving in 

data mining applications has become an important 

concern[15].If data transformation and encryption 

techniques are applied in combination then the data privacy 

is preserved strongly [17].In Vector Quantization  after 

encoding one can not reveal the original data hence privacy 

is preserved. The vector quantization methods are efficiently 

applied in the development of speech recognition system 

[20]. 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Due to the increase in sensitive information in databases 

privacy preservation is an important concern for each and 

every data miner. The need for privacy is sometimes due to 

law(for medical databases) or can be influenced by medical 

interest. For scientific, economic and market oriented 

databases confidentiality is an important issue. So it is 

important to develop such a technique for privacy 

preservation that the data utility and integrity remains 

constant without affecting the data confidentiality.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

Main goal of privacy preserving data mining is to detect 

such solution which will result data security with data 

integrity with low computational complexity. We have the 

following different techniques for privacy preservation data 

mining which have been proposed after deep study of data 

mining community- 

A. Randomization Technique  

In randomization technique the original data is hidden by 

randomly modifying the data values. It provides some 

deeper statistical approach to security and privacy. On 

dataset randomization is applied either by adding or by 

multiplying random values to original records. 

Randomization technique is Easy to implement and it has a 

very High search accuracy. It is computationally efficient 

and Suitable for different user requirements. But it results 

High information loss.  

B. Perturbation Technique  

This technique is also known as noise addition technique. 

Here noise is introduced either to the data or to the result of 

the queries. Perturbation is done by use of Gaussian and 

uniform perturbing functions. Here each and every attribute 

is treated independently but the Data Confidentiality has 

been compromised sometimes. 
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C. Cryptographic Technique 

In cryptographic technique data value is altered by some 

encryption technique like secure sum, secure set union, and 

secure size set intersection etc. on all data or only on 

confidential data values. The output of a computation is not 

protected by cryptographic techniques instead it prevents 

privacy leaks during computation. It provide High search 

Accuracy but with high Computational complexity. 

D. Slicing 

In this technique the data set is  partitioned both vertically 

and horizontally. The basic idea of slicing is to preserve the 

association within each column and break association 

between uncorrelated attributes, which are infrequent. Here 

reduced data dimensionality is achieved with preserved data 

utility. It preserves better utility in micro data but It is Not 

used for high dimensional data.  

E. Summarization 

In this technique the data is released in the form of a 

“summery” which only having some aggregate queries not 

the confidential records. Summarization is applied either by 

sampling or by tabular representation of data values. It is 

mostly used for tabular data but privacy preservation is not 

guaranteed.  

F. Suppression 

In this technique suppression is applied on sensitive data 

before any computation. Use of suppression increases the 

data utility and reduces the amount of sensitive data on 

dataset. Here protection from discovery of certain statistical 

characteristics, such as sensitive association rules is done.  

G. SVD Technique 

It is a matrix factorization technique which is most widely 

used in PPDM.  It perturbs every sample of data to the same 

degree and Provide less information loss but for different 

user requirements it is not suitable. 

IV. RESULT 

After studying different privacy preserving data mining 

techniques the result we conclude is that If randomization is 

used with perturbation technique and SVD technique Better 

privacy may be achieved with increased data utility because 

In the combination of these three techniques the cons of 

each techniques are recovered by the pros of other two 

techniques. The graphical representation of expected 

outcome is shown below 

 
Fig. 1: Graph .1:  Graphical representation of expected 

outcome 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper a wide survey has been done on different 

approaches for privacy preserving data mining. In order to 

find out better privacy and high data accuracy on high 

dimensional data randomized noise based perturbation 

technique with SVD is selected.  

Our future work will decide that Privacy 

preservation and knowledge discovery both goals can be 

achieved by using these 3 methods. 
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